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Big Apple Circus at Lincoln Center
The famous Big Apple Circus has high-wire

aerialists, acrobats, jugglers, clowns, contortionists,

Nutcracker New York City Ballet
George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker is a holiday
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rescue animals, and a band in a heated tent at
Lincoln Center.

tradition with old-fashioned costumes, a tree that
grows before your eyes, crystal-shaped snowflakes,

fine choreography by New York City Ballet, and
Tchaikovsky’s captivating music at David H. Koch

Theater.

Bull Riding at Madison Square
Garden

Every event begins with pyrotechnics,
explosions, and flames. Then the excitement

really begins when the Top 35 bull riders in the
world compete against the fiercest bucking bulls
on the planet, providing two hours of thrills and
spills guaranteed to keep you on the edge-of-

your-seat with your heart pounding!

Adult Night Train Show
On these nights exclusively for adults 21 and
over, the wintry landscape of NYBG sets the
scene for festive outdoor adventures, with an

after-dark viewing of the Holiday Train Show® as
the centerpiece. Purchase a spiked hot chocolate

and grab a bite from the Bronx Night Market
Holiday Pop-up, then set out to explore the

night’s offerings. Warm up around our
handcrafted fire pits and feel the joy of the

season with artistic ice carving, festive
performers, dueling piano singalongs, and DJ

sets curated by Uptown Vinyl Supreme.

NYC Restaurant Week
NYC Restaurant Week is a celebration of NYC’s

most fabulous pastime: dining out. With hundreds
of restaurants throughout the City rolling out

special prix-fixe menus for a limited time, this is
your chance to revel without a cause.

New York Boat Show
See new boats, marine gear, and accessories
plus workshops and TV celebrities at the New

York Boat Show at the Jacob Javits Convention
Center.
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Antiques Show at Park Avenue
Armory

Shop for exceptional antiques ranging from
ancient Roman glass to mid-century modern from
70 exhibitors at The Winter Show at Park Avenue
Armory. See the schedule for special evenings.

No baby strollers on weekends.

New York Wine Fest
Wine Fest is your all access pass to hundreds of

new wines from around the world. Travel the
world of wine at the The Tunnel in New York City.

Guests will enjoy wine samples for their entire
session paired with live entertainment, food and

interactive games.

New York Times Travel Show
The New York Times Travel Show attracts more
than 35,000 attendees with over 700 exhibitors

from more than 175 countries, making it the
largest travel trade and consumer show in North
America. Join us for the 2020 show on January

24 – 26 at the Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center.

The Illusionists in Broadway
Some of the most mind-blowing illusionists on
earth are bringing their magic touch back to

Broadway for a fifth extraordinary year in THE
ILLUSIONISTS. Featuring acts from America’s

Got Talent and beyond, this year’s all-new show
is perfect for the whole family. Dazzling

performers from around the world come together
at Broadway’s can’t-miss holiday event for six
weeks only—so get your tickets before they’re

gone, because now you see them, and soon you
won’t.
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Here Today, Gone Tomorrow
Curated List by Sharon Hoge

We want to keep you informed of some wonderful temporary exhibits and
installations on display in museums right now. See them before they close.

FACES OF FASHION
Yes, that’s Ralph Lauren peeking out to check on
the progress of his runway show. It’s one of
dozens of shots in “Behind the Scenes” a show
of fashion photographs by renowned
photographer Harry Benson at the Staley Wise
Gallery. Spanning decades it pictures candid and
portrait portrayals of Halston, Oscar de la Renta,
Bill Blass, Carolina Herrera, Diane von
Furstenburg and other beloved legends.

LADIES’ LABORS
Looking beyond traditional teaching, nursing,
housekeeping “Five Hundred Years of Women’s
Work” on view at the Grolier Club exhibits
documents illustrating the often obscured,
forgotten, and overlooked work and intellectual
contributions of women – scholars, printers,
publishers, scientists, artists, political activists --
from the Renaissance to the modern era.
Assembled by Leonard and Lisa Uger Baskin,
books, posters, memorabilia document the many
ways women have supported themselves, their
families, the causes they believed in.

TEXTILE TECHNIQUES
In the solo show “Tapisseries” at Twenty First
Gallery, vibrant, hand-woven hangings by
Alexandra Mocanu explore the Bucharest-born
artist’s poetical talent for creating vibrant,
abstract weavings of painterly expression –
rough edges, unexpected drips, and other
graphic nuances portrayed in eye-deceiving
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textiles. Each work is based on a small scale
gouache, and hand-dyed to match the original
painting.

LINKING HARLEM AND THE HIGH
LINE
Jordan Casteel’s 2017 “the Baayfalls” oil painting
of a Harlem hat seller with her Senegalese
brother is recreated in a large scale mural on a
wall overlooking The High Line near 22nd Street.
This is the first public artwork of the artist known
for her portraiture sensitively expressing the
gazes, gestures, and lives of the people around
her.

SHADES OF THE ‘SIXTIES
Pushing abstraction in new directions, Kenneth
Nolan, Helen Frankenthaler, Morris Louis, Jules
Olitski, Alma Thomas explored a range of formal
possibilities and liberating uses of color in their
work. “The Fullness of Color: 1960’s Painting” at
the Guggenheim shows results of their range of
divergent styles and techniques and reflects on
the museum’s engagement with the vibrant
period.

https://theshed.org/program/63-manual-override
http://www.21stgallery.com/exhibition/alexandra-mocanu/
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PHOTO CREDITS Sharon King Hoge Guggenheim: Kenneth Nolan, “Trans
Shift” 1964 High Line: Jordan Casteel, The Baayfalls, 2017/2019 (rendering). A
High Line Commission. On view December 2019 – December 2020. Courtesy
the High Line.


